
  
concert   #4   

Blaze   
Friday,   April   16,   8:30pm   //   Phoenix   Conservatory   of   Music     

TICKETS   

Amber   Walker     is   a   flutist,   music   educator,   and   arts   administrator   from   Phoenix,   AZ.   She   is   
currently   the   Band   and   Orchestra   Director   at   Royal   Palm   Middle   School,   the   Associate   Director   
of   Oh   My   Ears   (OME),   and   Secretary   for   the   Arizona   Flute   Society.   Amber   performs   regularly   as   
a   soloist   and   as   a   member   of   the   Desert   Echoes   Flute   Project   (DEFproject).   She   specializes   in   
contemporary   flute   techniques   and   is   particularly   passionate   about   performing   the   works   of   
living   and   female   composers.     http://www.amberwalkerflute.com/    
  

This   program   includes   three   solo   flute   works   that   showcase   a   wide   range   of   contemporary   
writing   and   performance   techniques,   including   graphic   scores,   electronics,   and   a   variety   of   
extended   techniques.     
  

Ki-ka-ko   for   solo   flute   (2018)   by   Julien   Monick     
Sonatina   for   solo   flute   (2017)   by   Brittany   J.   Green     
I   Will   Not   Be   Sad   in   this   World   for   alto   flute   and   pre-recorded   audio   (2006)   by   Eve   Beglarian     

  

Julia   Lougheed    is   a   sought-after   clarinetist/bass   clarinetist   in   Phoenix’s   growing   new   
music   community.   Julia   performs   as   a   soloist,   chamber   musician,   and   large   ensemble   
collaborator.   Described   as   an   adventurous   musician,   Julia   plays   in   a   variety   of   styles,   
improvises,   and   often   performs   in   non-traditional   concert   venues.   She   is   a   passionate   advocate   
of   new   pieces   written   for   her   instrument,   and   actively   commissions   and   co-composes   new   works   
for   bass   clarinet.   Julia’s   musical   voice   isn’t   only   heard   in   Phoenix--she   has   been   a   featured   
guest   artist   at   concerts   in   several   United   States   and   Canada,   and   recently   returned   from   a   new   
music   residency   program   at   the   Banff   Centre   for   Arts   and   Creativity.   In   addition   to   her   active   
performance   schedule,   Julia   manages   a   private   studio,   teaches   at   Paradise   Valley   Community   
College,   and   serves   as   Production   Manager   for   Oh   My   Ears.   She   holds   a   Master   of   Music   from   
Arizona   State   University   and   Bachelor   of   Music   from   Virginia   Commonwealth   University.   
https://www.julialougheed.com/     

  

https://oh-my-ears.square.site/
http://www.amberwalkerflute.com/
https://www.julialougheed.com/


  
  

Julia   will   present   "Od-ieu"   by   Kim   Farris-Manning   
  

This   piece   was   composed   during   the   pandemic   as   a   way   of   processing   grief.   Originally   
conceptualized   as   an   angst   y   ode   to   the   city   of   Montreal,   this   new   work   for   clarinet   is   an   elegy   to   
the   lives   we   all   used   to   lead.     

  
The    Composers/Improvisers   Big   Band   (CIBB)    Is   housed   at   Paradise   Valley   
Community   College   in   Phoenix,   AZ.   Founded   in   2015,   this   ever-changing   ensemble   plays   music   
from   its   current   members   and   lives   in   the   overlapping   worlds   of   jazz,   free   improvisation,   and   
contemporary   classical   music.     
  

CIBB   released   its   first   recording   in   Winter   2020,    Back   and   Forth   in   The   Light    :     
Each   of   these   pieces   are   built   out   of   our   collective   experiences   together   as   a   band,   refracted   
through   the   lens   of   each   individual   creator.   This   record   has   elements   representing   the   "musical   
loves"   of   each   member   -   classical,   jazz,   rock,   noise,   experimental,   etc.   It   is   strongly   influenced   
by   our   experimental   forefathers   and   mothers   and   we   seek   to   expand   on   their   hybridity   and   
pioneering   spirit.   We   all   feel   drawn   to,   situated   in,   and   bound   by   our   time,   space,   and   place.   
This   music   is   part-improvisation,   part-composition   -   as   you   might   imagine   the   lines   between   
those   are   quite   fluid.   Each   member   of   the   group   was   asked   to   contribute   at   least   one   piece   to   
the   recording   and   to   be   available   to   play   on   each   others   project.   
The   entire   record   was   written,   recorded,   and   produced   in   Sept-Dec.   of   2020.   
  

Josh   Bennett,   Julia   Lougheed,   Ryan   LeMoine,   Keith   Kelly:   woodwinds   
Autumn   McClintock:   guitar   
Sebastian   Maconi:   turntables   
Ashley   Oakley:   piano   
Chris   Eyde:   bass     
Brett   Reed:   percussion     
  
  
  

  

https://cibb.bandcamp.com/album/back-and-forth-in-the-light

